
HANDI-HOPPER
ZIRC

Handi-Hopper is a small 
plastic waste receptacle 
for disposal of 
contaminated 
waste at chair side, 
keeping tray clean. The slotted mounting 
bracket (included) allows for easy removal 
and replacement.

GLOVE/GLOVES
BIOTROL

Glove/Gloves
are clear,
textured
polyethylene, 
non-sterile,
non-powdered gloves that ideally cover latex exam
gloves when handling patient charts or doing out-
of-routine procedures.

100/Pkg, 10 Pkg/Case
9543750   [GG551CS] 

OVER GLOVES
PLASDENT

Over Gloves are clear
disposable plastic gloves to
be worn over gloves. The
gloves are ambidextrous and
embossed. 

100/Box
9516372   Small [900LX-S]
9516374   Medium [900LX-M]
9516376   Large [900LX-L]

BIOHAZARD LINERS
POLY PLASTICS PRODUCTS

The Liners are folded, flat bottom
seal, printed "Biohazard", one-at-a-
time dispensing, The Liners meet
the 165 gram dart resistance & 480
gram tear tests. 

500/Pkg.
Poly-Plastic
3760800 17" x 7" x 30" [17730BIO]
                
7-10 Gallon
3760806  24" x 23” [2423HPR]

INFECTIOUS WASTE
MANAGEMENT

INFECTIOUS WASTE BAGS
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby Infectious Waste
Bags are red in color with
the universally recognized
biohazard symbol and a
bilingual warning printed
on them. These easy to
use bags dispense quickly
and adhere to any clean, dry surface. When the
bag is full, its second liner easily peels off enabling
quick and safe sealing. These bags are offered in a
100 count box. 

100/Box
8700552 12" x 14", 2.6 qt. [CTRB042214]
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HEAVY DUTY NITRILE
UTILITY GLOVES
MEDICAL SAFETY SYSTEMS

Nitrile gloves are
required when
working with
chemicals such as
acids and corrosives
(i.e. fixer, developer,
disinfectants, sterilants) for your protection. 

One Pair
9539715   Small [653-53171301]
9539716   Medium [653-53181301]
9539717   Large [653-53191301]

SINGLE BOX GLOVE
DISPENSER
KERR TOTALCARE

Accommodates all glove
box sizes. The internal
spring assures box will
always be placed neatly
and securely at the front of the dispenser. Now
you can safely contribute to infection control and
creating a clean environment for patients. 

Single Box, Almond
9551635    12"W x 7"H x 4½"D [1500]

GLOVE 
DISPENSERS

ACRYLIC GLOVE BOX 
HOLDERS
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby's Acrylic Glove Box Dispensers are
manufactured from a sturdy plastic that can be
wall mounted or placed on a flat surface. The clear
acrylic design allows for easy glove type and size
identification. The multiple sizes allow for
dispensing of several different sizes and types of
gloves to ensure all staff needs are met. They are
OSHA compliant, and easy to keep clean. 

9551010   Single 11” W x 4.75” H x 3.5” D
9551012   Double 11” W x 9.5” H x 3.5” D 
9551014   Triple 11” W x 14.5” H x 3.5” D 
9551016   Quadruple 11” W x 19.25” H x 3.5” D

COPOLYMER PLASTIC
GLOVES
CROSSTEX

Copolymer Plastic is
powder-free, smooth,
100% clear synthetic
polymer. It dispenses in individual sheets

100/Box
3416824   Small [MSCC]
3416826   Medium [MMCC] 

GLOVE 
MISCELLANEOUS

GLOVE DISPENSER
AFFORDABLE DENTAL PRODUCTS

A Glove Dispenser is an
inexpensive way to avoid
desktop clutter. Simply mount
the glove box holder to any flat
surface (with the included
hardware) and then slide you
box of gloves into the open end.
Will fit most brands of latex and
non-latex disposable gloves. 

3582046  10" H x 5" W x 35⁄8" [31LC]

LATEX FINGER COTS
TECH-MED SERVICES  

Latex Finger Cots are
pre-rolled in natural
white latex. The finger
clots are lightly
powdered with a
minimum of .08 mm thickness.

144/Box
3420690 Small [4403S] 
3420700Medium [4403M] 
3420701  Large [4403L] 
3420702 X-Large [4403XL] 

Glove Dispensers • Glove Miscellaneous • Infectious Waste Management

100% price transparency • visit darby.com or download our app to access your current pricing and start saving today!
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